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Dear Colleagues,

It is with mixed emotions that I congratulate Dr. Mary Rodgers on her new position 

at the NIH while contemplating the change in executive leadership that this brings. 

In short, her leadership during the last 15 years has provided outstanding advances 

in the department’s professional and graduate education programs, in our research 

growth and development, and in our many and diverse service contributions. Thank 

you Dr. Rodgers for your dedicated leadership, for who you are, and for all that you 

have done for PTRS and our profession. It has been a great run. 

  As Interim Chair, I enthusiastically look forward to working with the faculty, staff, students, and other col-

leagues in this new capacity. My immediate goals are to drive our strategic plan initiatives and work with the Vice 

Chair and Program Directors to facilitate program “we-will” objectives. I will continue to focus on department 

goals for research associated with my previous Vice Chair duties, continue to direct the NIDRR UMANRRT 

Program, and continue as Co-Director, Mobility Function & Neuroplasticity Core, Claude D. Pepper UMOAIC.

 Thank you for your continued support and contributions to PTRS.

Sincerely,

Mark W. Rogers, PT, PhD, FAPTA

Interim Chair
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This issue includes two Chair letters, as we say farewell to Mary M. Rodgers as Chair and welcome Mark W. Rogers as Interim Chair.

Greetings,

This is my last letter as Chair. As many of you know, I stepped down on Septem-

ber 1, 2013 in order to accept a 50% advisory position at the National Institute 

for Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering at NIH. I deeply appreciated the 

opportunity to complete an American Association for the Advancement of Science 

(AAAS) Science & Technology Policy Fellowship at the National Institute of 

Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) during my sabbatical year from 

2009-2010. Since that time, I have continued to work for NIBIB/NIH one day per 

week, providing national exposure and access for our community. 

 Dr. Mark W. Rogers did a tremendous job in leading the department during my sabbatical, and Dean Reece 

has appointed him Interim Chair of our department, effective September 1. I will continue to assist  

Dr. Rogers in representing the department externally as Vice Chair for PTRS.

  I am very appreciative of the opportunity to lead the department for over 15 years and am so very proud of 

all that we have accomplished together. I look forward to working with you during this leadership transition.

 

Sincerely,

Mary M. Rodgers, PT, PhD, FAPTA, FASB 

George R. Hepburn Dynasplint Professor and Vice Chair
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2013
11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Career Fair
SMCCC, second floor
For more information, contact  
the Clinical Education Office  
at 410-706-5200 or  
PTRSClinEd@som.umaryland.edu

4:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Alumni Reception and Florence 
Kendall Symposium
Southern Management Corporation 
Campus Center, 3rd floor
621 W. Lombard Street

 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
 Alumni Networking 
 Reception Honoring 2013   
 Alumnus of the Year John   
 Shober, DPT, ECS, PT, Class   
 of 1980

 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
 Florence Kendall Symposium 
 (Continuing Education Course)
 Speaker: Sheila Schaffer, PT,   
 DPT, CHT
 Topic: “Coding and Reim-  
 bursement: Functional Appli-  
 cation For the Physical   
 Therapist to Remain Current”
 CEUs: Applied for 0.3 CEUs

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2013
8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
APTA of Maryland Fall Chapter 
Meeting
Anne Arundel Medical Center
2000 Medical Parkway, Annapolis, 
MD 21401

Continuing education programs on 
“Trans-femoral Prosthesis Prescrip-
tion and Training Considerations: 
An Update,” “Spinal Cord Injury 
and Rehabilitation” and “Pediatric 
Sports Injuries and Concussion 
Management” will be available. 
These tracks run simultaneously, 
so you will need to select only one. 
There will be also poster presen-
tations, networking opportuni-
ties, and the member meeting, 
as well as a ceremony to install 

new officers and present awards 
to outstanding members. Cost is 
$110 for APTA PT members ($125 if 
you register onsite); $85 for APTA 
PTA members ($100 if you register 
onsite); and $35 for students ($50 
if you register onsite). Those wish-
ing to attend only the luncheon 
and member meeting but not the 
continuing education tracks may 
do so for $15, but only if you regis-
ter beforehand. Register at http://
www.aptamd.org/annualconfer-
ence 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2013
8:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
APTA Maryland Student Conclave
Anne Arundel Medical Center
Doordan Institute, AAMC Health 
Sciences Pavilion (7th floor)
2000 Medical Parkway, Annapolis, 
MD 21401

Network with PT and PTA students, 
attend cutting-edge lectures, meet 
recruiters, and see how you can 
get involved with APTA and make 
a difference. Sessions will cover 
topics like working with other 
professionals, unique areas of PT, 
women’s health, and the popular 
speed dating session, where you 
can learn about the various focus 
areas within the profession. 

FEBRUARY 2014
PTRS Alumni & Friends Reception 
at the APTA Combined Sections 
Meeting (CSM)
Venetian Hotel – Las Vegas, NV

Reception will be either the eve-
ning of Tuesday 2/4/14 or Wednes-
day 2/5/14. Visit us this winter on 
our website or via social media for 
more details.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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FEATURE STORY

BY CAELIE M. HAINES

Since 2010, the University of Maryland School of Medicine 

(UMSOM) Department of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation 

Science (PTRS) has offered post-doctoral research fellowships 

through the U.S. Department of Education, National Institute of 

Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR), University of 

Maryland Advanced Neuromotor Rehabilitation Research Train-

ing (UMANRRT) Program. UMANRRT, under the direction of 

Mark W. Rogers, PhD, PT, FAPTA, Professor and Interim Chair, 

addresses the shortage of interdisciplinary rehabilitation researchers 

by targeting “doctorally prepared professionals with backgrounds 

in bioengineering, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and 

the movement sciences,” says Dr. Rogers. “The overall goal of the 

UMANRRT program is training post-doctoral fellows to further 

develop and refine the skills needed to conduct high quality, inde-

pendent, interdisciplinary, funded research in the rehabilitation  

of clinical populations with neuromotor disorders”.

 The UMANRRT Program is the only grant-supported 

program for advanced postdoctoral research training emanating 

from the department. It is complementary to, and linked with, 

training activities for the pre-doctoral graduate (PhD) and profes-

sional (DPT) programs. “The NIDRR UMANRRT Program has 

been an outstanding resource and opportunity for building our 

research strengths within PTRS and for contributing to the field 

of Rehabilitation Science,” says Dr. Rogers.

 Specific project objectives, according to Dr. Rogers, include: 

(1) recruiting and selecting highly qualified candidates to become 

UMANRRT post-doctoral fellows; (2) providing a scientifically-

based, multidisciplinary training program that includes col-

laboration among affiliated institutions; (3) providing mentoring 

and collaborative opportunities with established researchers at 

University of Maryland, Baltimore and affiliated institutions; (4) 

providing fellows with interdisciplinary neuromotor rehabilitation 

research leadership experience by involving them in research proj-

ects where at least one is led by the fellow; (5) providing oppor-

tunities for participation in presentations, publications and grant 

development; and (6) providing opportunities to develop teaching 

and mentoring skills for transitioning to a junior faculty role.

 Mentors and research collaborators for the UMANRRT 

fellows come from within our department as well as elsewhere in 

the School of Medicine, including the Departments of Neurol-

ogy, Medicine (Division of Gerontology), Epidemiology & Public 

Health, and Diagnostic Radiology & Nuclear Medicine (MRI 

Laboratory); the Claude D. Pepper Older Americans Indepen-

dence Center; The Baltimore Veterans Administration (VA) 

Medical Center; the VA Maryland Exercise and Robotics Center 

of Excellence; the VA Maryland Multiple Sclerosis Center of Ex-

cellence; and the VA Geriatrics Research, Education, and Clinical 

Care Center of Excellence.

 “Collectively, these institutions and centers form a broad 

consortium for geriatric research that is focused on disease pre-

vention, health promotion and rehabilitation of chronic disabili-

ties in the elderly,” says Dr. Rogers.

MASAHIRO FUJIMOTO, PHD

How long have you been a UMANRRT 

fellow?

I joined the program last October, so it 

has been ~10 months.

What made you decide to apply for this 

program?

My background is Biomechanics, 

mainly focusing on mechanical aspects 

of balance control and human movement. I found the UMANRRT 

program, which incorporates strong interdisciplinary research link-

ages focused on neuromotor rehabilitation research, to be very fasci-

nating. It is providing me a great environment to extend my knowl-

edge into neuromotor rehabilitation, which will help me develop a 

more comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms of movement 

control and open up new avenues of research for me.

What kind of research are you doing as part of your fellowship?

My research involves a quantitative assessment of dynamic balance 

control during standing and walking, to enhance our understand-

ing of neuromotor control of dynamic stability in order to develop 

rehabilitation interventions to prevent falls.

Who is your mentor?

Dr. Mark Rogers and Dr. Douglas Savin are both my mentors.

Where do you hope to go after you have finished your fellowship here?

I hope to go back to Japan, my home country, and stay in academia.

Anything else you would like to add about your experience with the 

program?

I enjoy a close relationship with my mentors and other UMANRRT 

fellows with different areas of expertise, which stimulates and 

enriches my growth as an interdisciplinary researcher.

VICKI GRAY, PT, PHD

How long have you been a 

UMANRRT fellow?

I have been a fellow since January 

2013.

What made you decide to apply for 

this program?

I was familiar with the work that 

Dr. Mark Rogers had done and was interested in expanding on 

my PhD work (voluntary steps post-stroke), and he was a perfect 

fit.

What kind of research are you doing as part of your fellowship?

I am looking at the effectiveness of reactive steps compared to 

voluntary steps in persons post stroke, to determine if it is more 

effective at improving functional balance and reducing the 

number of falls.

Who is your mentor?

My co-mentors are Mark Rogers and Sandra McCombe Waller.

Where do you hope to go after you have finished your fellowship 

here?

Research and teaching at a University.

CRYSTAL MASSIE, OTR, PHD

How long have you been a 

UMANRRT fellow?

I have been a UMANRRT fellow 

for just over one year. 

What made you decide to apply for 

this program?

I decided to apply for this program 

after a conversation with Dr. Mary Rodgers at the American 

Society of Biomechanics annual meeting. After speaking with 

her and looking into the program, I felt this would be a good fit 

for me to pursue post-doctoral training. 

What kind of research are you doing as part of your fellowship? 

I am currently working on a couple of projects related to under-

standing the mechanisms of recovery from stroke. One of the 

projects studied how the timing of non-invasive brain stimula-

University of Maryland Advanced Neuromotor 
Rehabilitation Research Training Grant Helps PTRS 
Attract Top Talent in Rehabilitation Research

PHOTOGRAPH BY MARK TESKE

 The eighth fellow Cheng-Chieh Lin, ScD, began the program 

in August, completing the targeted enrollment over the first five-year 

funding period. Learn more about some of our fellows past and  

present:
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tion during a robotic reaching intervention influenced the degree the 

brain was able to respond and change. The results of this study will 

assist in developing this type of interventions for survivors of stroke 

who have difficulty using the stroke-affected arm and hand.   

Who is your mentor?

I am co-mentored by Jill Whitall, PhD, and George Wittenberg, MD, 

PhD.  

Where do you hope to go after you have finished your fellowship here?

My goal is to transition into an independent researcher position as 

a faculty member in a rehabilitation science or movement science 

department.

SHAILESH KANTAK, PT, PHD

Shailesh was the first fellow to complete 

our UMANRRT program. He was quickly 

snapped up by Moss Rehabilitation.

What made you decide to apply to the 

program? 

Before joining the UMANRRT pro-

gram, I was a postdoctoral fellow at the 

Neuroplasticity Lab at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. I was 

researching how electrical stimulation could be used to improve motor 

learning in healthy individuals. My then-mentor was moving to New 

Zealand, and I was exploring different options in the US and abroad for 

pursuing my postdoctoral training. I was offered two very prestigious 

fellowships at that time. One was the Aotearoa Foundation Fellowship 

from New Zealand and the other was the UMANRRT. I chose the 

UMANRRT for three main reasons: (1) I wanted training in clinical 

research that focused on rehabilitation of patients with stroke. Within 

PTRS, there is a history of excellent clinical research by faculty like Drs. 

Jill Whitall, Sandy McCombe Waller, Mark Rogers and Larry Forrester. 

In addition, there was a great network of world-renowned researchers in 

the VA, like Drs. George Wittenberg and Richard Macko, who would be 

involved in my training. (2) The UMANRRT fellowship also allowed 

me to explore an area that I had never had an exposure to: Rehabilita-

tion Robotics. Dr. Wittenberg is a world-renowned expert in combining 

technologies such as robotics and brain stimulation. Training with him 

was one of the best opportunities I had been offered. So, I decided to 

grab it. And last, (3) the infrastructure at the PTRS and VA was condu-

cive to training and research.  

What kind of research did you do as a part of your fellowship?

I completed two projects and planned a novel project as a part of my

fellowship. In the first project, we combined upper-extremity robot 

and transcranial magnetic stimulation to investigate the effects of 

goal-directed reaching practice on brain plasticity and representation. 

We found that with repetitive practice, it is possible to change the 

representation of multi-joint reaching movements in the brain. This 

work was done under the direction of Dr. George Wittenberg and was 

published in Neuroscience. My second project was under the direction 

of Dr. Sandy McCombe Waller, and we investigated how the brain 

excitability was modulated by whole-body posture (sitting compared 

to standing). We observed that for arm muscles, but not hand muscles, 

there was a facilitatory effect of standing posture compared to sitting 

posture. Based on this, one can strongly hypothesize that for patients 

with stroke who have proximal arm impairments, functional training 

in standing may be more beneficial than training in sitting (which is 

the usual position of training in the clinic). This work was published 

in Neuroscience Letters. The final project that I was heavily involved 

in planning investigates the neural communication between the two 

hemispheres of the brain during unimanual and bimanual activities. 

I am continuing to collaborate with Dr. Sandy McCombe Waller on 

this project.

What are you doing now?

Currently, I am an Institute Scientist and the director of the Neuro-

plasticity and Motor Behavior Laboratory at the Moss Rehabilitation 

Research institute, Elkins Park, PA. The goal of my laboratory is to 

understand and enhance mechanisms of motor learning and recov-

ery following neurological damage such as stroke, brain injury and 

cerebral palsy. 

Anything else you would like to add about your experience with the 

program?

I was fortunate to be a part of the UMANRRT program. My experi-

ence as a UMANRRT postdoctoral fellow has shaped my thinking in 

a deeper, more sophisticated way; and prepared me for the challenges 

of being an independent investigator. I will be continuing to col-

laborate with my mentors, Dr. Wittenberg and McCombe Waller. In 

addition, I also made great friends like Dr. Valentina Graci, Dr. Trish 

Young, and Dr. Crystal Massie with whom I hope I get to collaborate 

and do some good work in the future. 
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Selected students representing each of the 

different professional schools at the Univer-

sity of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) com-

pleted a six-week course in interdisciplinary 

study in Malawi, Africa this past summer. 

Among them was second-year Department 

of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation Sci-

ences (PTRS) student Samantha DuFlo.

 The Malawi Project is sponsored by 

UMB and the Global Health Interprofes-

sional Council (GHIC). Created to promote 

international health education, research and 

service, with a focus on inter-professional 

growth and engagement, the GHIC has 

so far supported four experiential educa-

tion projects in Malawi. The 2013 team 

focused on two endeavors: working with a 

law school to develop a collaboration around 

both the Maryland and Malawi HIV legal 

clinics, and conducting participatory re-

search activities in a rural village in Malawi. 

The latter was in preparation for a study 

being developed by one of the faculty advis-

ers, Miriam Laufer, MD, MPH, Associate 

Professor, Department of Pediatrics, who is 

the leader of the summer inter-professional 

experience. 

 Samantha was kind enough to email us 

from Malawi this summer to tell us more 

about her experience.

Proficio: How did this opportunity come 
about?

Samantha DuFlo: I have been interested in 

physical therapy’s role in global health for 

many years. Prior to entering the DPT pro-

gram, I spent time volunteering in a clinic 

in Costa Rica, and I have maintained that 

interest throughout my time as a student. 

I travel abroad frequently and have done 

other projects involved with global 

health in other areas of the world. 

My mentor, Dr. Leslie Glickman 

(Assistant Professor and Director 

of Post-Professional Programs), ap-

proached me with this opportunity 

a year ago. She was well aware of my global 

health interests, and had been working with 

the Global Health Interprofessional Council 

(GHIC) at UMB to encourage the partici-

pation of a physical therapy student. I credit 

Dr. Glickman for guiding me through the 

application process and supporting me 

throughout the project.

Proficio: What made you want to go to 

Malawi?

SD: I’ll be the first to admit that when I 

found out that the GHIC project for 2013 

was to be held in Malawi, I had to find 

myself a map of Africa. Malawi is a develop-

ing nation in the southeastern, Sub-Saharan 

region of Africa. The country relies heavily 

on foreign aid for funding of healthcare 

resources, and the healthcare infrastructure 

is currently undergoing modernization and 

development. 

 Several aspects about Malawi piqued 

my interest: in a country of over 15 million 

people, there are only 25 physiotherapists, 

all of whom have been educated outside of 

the country. The need is clearly there, and 

the profession is developing; next year the 

first class of physios will graduate from the 

College of Medicine in Blantyre, Malawi. 

In addition, there is a complexity of global 

health problems that the country is fac-

ing, one of which is HIV/AIDS, another 

is Malaria. I had an interest in the role of 

a physical therapist in the complex and 

interdisciplinary treatment of a patient with 

HIV/AIDS. My impression was that if I 

came to Malawi, I could learn an incredible 

amount from not only the local healthcare 

providers, patients, and communities, but 

also the people I was traveling with.

Proficio: With whom are you traveling? 

SD: Each year, the GHIC selects a student 

to represent each of the professional schools 

for this six-week project. This was the first 

year that physical therapy was represented, 

which I think is a really positive step for our 

profession in both global health and inter-

disciplinary roles.  In addition to myself, 

there was another student from the School 

of Medicine, and one each from the schools 

of Law, Pharmacy, Dentistry, Nursing and 

Social Work.  The focus of our project is 

not only research, but interdisciplinary 

work, which explains why all the schools are 

represented. We stayed in a house that was 

designed to be like a hostel: bunk beds, a 

common bathroom and living areas. I was 

thankful for our accommodations – defi-

nitely not the dirt floor you are imagining.

Proficio: What kind of work are you doing 

there? Is it all PT/Medicine-related?

SD: The project had an interdisciplinary 

and intercultural research objective. which 

was subdivided into two main parts for this 

year’s project. We began our time in Malawi 

collaborating with students and faculty 

from the Malawian Chancellor School of 

Law on the human rights and complex global 

health issue of HIV/AIDS. both in the US 

and Malawi.

 This involved presentations from various 

perspectives, case studies, visits to various 

health clinics and communities, and so forth.  

In addition, I presented to the large group 

the role of a physiotherapist in the treatment 

of patients with HIV/AIDS.  The next part 

of our project involved going directly into 

a rural village to meet with small groups of 

community members to assess community 

needs and priorities in a more qualitative-cen-

tered research format.  Individually, we each 

have undergone profession-specific objectives. 

My time has been spent in the main hospital 

in Blantyre, Malawi, Queens Hospital, with 

physiotherapy staff and patients, and more 

predominantly working with physios at the 

Kuchere Rehabilitation Center, which can be 

likened to a sub-acute neuro-rehabilitation 

facility in the U.S.

Proficio: What do you hope to take home 

from this experience?

SD: This is a difficult question, because in 

each facet of the experience there is some-

thing to be learned, so pinpointing specifics 

without generalizing is a challenge. Putting 

oneself in a position where your comfort zone 

is stripped away, you are forced to learn about 

yourself and how you interact with other 

people, many of whom see the world through 

a very different lens. I have learned a lot about 

the health care system, the culture, about the 

potential roles for physical therapists in global 

health, as well as the need for interdisciplin-

ary work. I have learned the power of ob-

servation, as there are many instances where 

language has been a barrier. I also believe that 

there is great potential, and need, to develop 

connections across cultures so that we can 

share knowledge with each other. We have 

a lot to learn from Africa, just as Africa can 

learn a lot from us. I am so excited to have 

had this opportunity and to be able to bring 

what I have learned into my future experi-

ences in the clinic.

Adventures in Malawi

Nearly 70 students and faculty members from the Department of 

Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Science traveled to Annapolis 

on February 28th for the APTA of Maryland’s Advocacy Day on the 

Hill. With strength in numbers, the PTRS contingent joined forces 

with another 100 PT and PTA students and APTA members to inter-

act with legislators and/or their aides. 

 The purpose of this annual event was to discuss professional 

Physical Therapy practice issues, with a focus on specific bills before 

the legislature that impact fiscal accountability and public safety. 

Armed with briefing information, protocols, and advance preparations 

for meeting with legislators or their representatives, we definitely made 

an impact! 

 Throughout the day students and faculty members had had face-

to-face appointments with legislators to voice their opinion on various 

topics.  Two particular bills of interest included the proposed dry 

needling regulations and potential licensure of kinesiotherapists. Dry 

needling is not a new technique for physical therapists but one that 

has been questioned more recently by other healthcare providers, par-

ticularly acupuncturists. The specific new regulations outline additional 

educational requirements, training, and practice guidelines for physical 

therapists who perform this technique. Concerns about the potential 

licensure of kinesiotherapists were described, making note of the public 

safety perspective and fiscal impact. 

 “This experience empowered students to get involved with the leg-

islative process,” said Faunice Jackson, a first-year student. “I think that 

many of the legislators benefited from learning about specific parts of 

physical therapy practice from students. Legislators were able to quickly 

learn about some of their constituents concerns.”

 “This was a very good opportunity to get us actively involved in the 

behind the scenes of our profession. The decisions of these legislatures 

are what determines our career and how we can practice,” said Kristen 

Joyce, a second-year student. “I think we were very successful in sharing 

our concerns with these legislatures and hopefully we can see some posi-

tive changes for our growing profession in the near future.”

 “It is so exciting to see so many of our students participating in 

our Day on the Hill” said Assistant Professor Linda Horn, PT, DScPT, 

MHS, who is also President-Elect of the APTA of Maryland. “Advocat-

ing for our profession of physical therapy shapes what we do now and in 

the future - and the students really are our future.” 

Students on the Hill
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From January 22-24, 2013, a large group of faculty and students 

traveled across the country for the 2013 American Physical Therapy 

Association (APTA) Combined Sections Meeting (CSM) in San 

Diego, CA. Three students from the Class of 2013, fourteen students 

from the Class of 2014, and one from the class of 2015 were joined by 

nearly a dozen faculty and staff members for the three-day conference. 

 During the conference, students attended educational sessions 

with discussions that included wound care, women’s health, neurol-

ogy, pediatrics, orthopedics, and sports. The exhibit hall, with over 

2,100 exhibitors, offered attendees an opportunity to view and demo 

the newest technology, network with others nationwide, and observe 

some of the most recent research being performed. Students were 

presented with networking opportunities that can help them develop 

as therapists in the present and future, along with resources for future 

employment opportunities. 

 Exhibits such as anti-gravity treadmills, interactive video games 

for therapy use, body-weight support treadmills, and the newest assis-

tive devices presented students with a unique opportunity to view and 

test the most up-to-date technology, an invaluable experience. 

 The highlight of the trip for many was a PTRS luncheon at the 

conference center on Tuesday, attended by all faculty and students, 

to discuss the program’s activity at the conference, along with future 

considerations in involving more students in CSM conferences.  

 Students also shared a dinner with Leslie Glickman, PT, PhD, 

Assistant Professor, on the Thursday following the conclusion of the 

conference to discuss their initial impressions of the conference, the 

area, and the experience in general.

 Activities outside of the conference included a whale-watching 

tour, a trip to the San Diego Zoo, visiting La Jolla beach, and sight-

seeing in many of the scenic areas of San Diego. Overall, the trip was 

wonderful experience and a learning opportunity for all involved. 

Students left San Diego with an abundance of resources and oppor-

tunities for future learning, along with an experience that will last a 

lifetime. 

 Future plans for CSM conferences include discussions on how to 

further increase attendance to the conference and strategies for PTRS 

to assist in planning and funding for all students. It is the hope of 

PTRS that CSM and similar conferences can be attended by all stu-

dents and faculty who wish to attend, and that they can be integrated 

into the curriculum as part of the many diverse learning experiences 

our program has to offer.

  

  

 The 2014 CSM will be held in Las Vegas, NV, in February, 2014. 

The Department will be hosting an alumni and friends reception  

at that meeting, which we hope will be a great networking  

opportunity for all of our alumni and students. Find out more at 

http://www.apta.org/csm/.

Strong Turnout by PTRS at APTA’s 
Combined Sections Meeting

On Sunday, August 4, E. Tonas Kalil, PT, DPT, MGA, RT, Assistant Professor, and 

Linda French, PT, Adjunct Instructor,  celebrated the 25th anniversary of a week-long 

residential summer camp they founded that was designed specifically for young burn 

survivors. Nestled in the scenic Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, the Mid-Atlantic Burn 

Camp (MABC) provides these youngsters with an opportunity to meet and establish 

friendships with others who share their experience of a burn injury, while also enjoy-

ing traditional summer camp activities. Approximately 50 children and teens, ages 

8-17, participated in the program this year. 

 Kalil and French, who serve as the program’s co-directors, are joined yearly at the 

camp by a staff of adult volunteers, many of whom are PTRS graduates. Volunteers 

return year after year to serve as the camp’s counselors and program coordinators, 

often using their annual leave from work each summer to do so. The camp has also 

been fortunate to see some of its previous campers return as counselors in an effort to 

“give back.”

 In 1989, Kalil and French, both PTRS graduates from the Class of 1985, were 

working as physical therapists at the Baltimore Regional Burn Center when they 

organized their first burn camp. The idea was a success, and by 1992 the pair had established the all-volunteer, non-profit MABC organization to 

assist in staffing and funding the camp on a continual basis. 

 Camp participants enjoy traditional activities such as swimming, horseback riding, arts and crafts, hiking, and sports, as well as an extensive 

ropes-and-initiatives course. More adventurous activities such as rock climbing, caving, and river canoeing are available for the older campers. 

These programs promote teamwork and self-confidence, reinforcing the camp’s goal of building the campers’ self-esteem.  Additionally, unique 

programs help campers deal effectively with burn-specific issues. The camp brings together youngsters from Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 

New Jersey, Delaware, and the District of Columbia at the residential camp facility it uses near Harrisonburg, VA.  

 There is no charge to any camper for participation in this program. The generosity of local civic organizations, businesses and countless 

individuals has made that possible. 

 In addition to a summer camp, MABC hosts an annual winter ski-camp for its teenage campers, as well as a scholarship program for young 

burn survivors who have participated in the summer camp program and want to attend college or vocational training.

 For more information, visit www.midatlanticburncamp.org. 

Camp for Young Burn Survivors, 
Founded by PTRS Alumni, 
Celebrates 25 Years
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ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

This year’s Alumnus of the Year is John Shober, PT, DPT, ECS, 

from the Class of 1980. John is in private practice at Hunt Valley 

Physical Therapy, where he works with two other alumni from 

the department, John Nietubicz, PT, OCS, MTC, and Christina 

Penny, PT, DPT.

 John’s class was unique in that they were the first to follow a 

new set of requirements. “Prior to that, the program was 60 credits, 

but ours was 94. We completed them in the same amount of time, 

though. It was a big transition. They were like, ‘We’re going to do 

this.’ So that’s what we did.”

 John was nominated by Jane Satterfield, who is a past winner 

of this award. Although John and Jane have known each other 

since before John even got into the field of physical therapy, when 

he had a brief job at Mt. Washington Pediatric Hospital, it was 

only when serving on an American Physical Therapy Association 

(APTA) reimbursement committee together that the two had the 

chance to get to know each other. “We had the opportunity to talk 

about general philosophy and the way of the world,” John says. 

“Sometimes that’s productive, and sometimes it’s not. But with 

Jane it was very productive.”

 Physical therapy has proven to be a productive career for John, 

who was in Park City, UT, enjoying a fishing vacation before a PT 

conference, when he found out he had been selected as Alumnus 

of the Year. “I thought they had the wrong guy,” he admits. “I had 

been standing in a stream for 12 hours, and then I looked at my 

phone and saw the email and that was my first thought, that they 

must have the wrong guy. I wasn’t sure what it meant. And then 

I thought ‘Oh boy, this must mean I’m old!’ But it’s a wonderful 

honor. It is not something you can work to obtain. You can’t try to 

make this happen. Most things, if we set our minds to it, we can 

achieve them. Where this was one of those things that was just a 

nice surprise.“

 John plans on attending the alumni event at which his award 

will be presented. However, he will not present at the continuing 

education opportunity that follows the alumni reception. “I really 

don’t have anything that could entertain a group for that long,” he 

says with a laugh. However, he does have a unique specialization. He 

is certified as a clinical electrophysiology specialist (ECS), one of only 

three with that certification in the state of Maryland. He believes there 

are probably less than 100 physical therapists in the country with the 

ECS certification.

 ECS is used to help diagnose nerve conduction issues in problems 

such as carpel tunnel. “You look to see where the evidence shows the 

problem most likely is,” John explains. “Or if someone has a laceration 

and you don’t know where the nerve is, you can do several tests to find 

out where you need to go to fix it. It’s a nerve test, basically.” 

 Neurologists at the Wyman Park Health System taught John the 

skill, at a time when physical therapists were not getting much of an 

opportunity to become diagnosticians. “They didn’t want to do it!” 

John declares. “So we were able to learn how to do that, and it became 

a specialty of mine.”

 In the past, John has taught on the topic for the department, 

“but it’s been a long time,” he admits. “I really would like to get more 

involved with the school and especially the students.” He finds that 

being around younger people in the field helps him “stay connected 

to what they think is important. Because it’s much different than my 

experiences were as a youngster.”

 That is why he often has college students come work with him. 

“They come in, and they think they want to be PTs. And then they 

find out that they don’t like people!” he says with a laugh. “So I sit 

down with them and find out if they really want to do this. But that’s 

kind of a neat thing, And we don’t just take people who want to be 

PTs. Right now we have two people who want to go to OT school, two 

people who want to go to med school, and one going to dental school.” 

These students earn valuable clinic time, which helps when applying 

for admission to graduate programs in the health professions. John has 

yet to have PTRS students come for clinical rotations, though. “We 

haven’t started that program, although it is something we would like 

to do,” he says. 

 Since his own days as a student, John has worked mostly in 

private practice, although he couldn’t stand the private practice job 

he landed after graduation. “The guy was a really good guy, I was just 

bored with it,” he admits. So he spent his evenings working at Kernan, 

seeing patients much different than those he saw during the day. Then 

came the job at the Wyman Park Health System, which had previ-

ously been the U.S. Public Health Service. “They still behaved like the 

U.S. Public Health Service. They had all these programs, which were 

things you really couldn’t do anywhere else,” John explains. “We were 

encouraged to learn some things, like EMG and nerve conduction, 

which was a little bit of a challenge politically, because physicians in 

private practice did not want us to do that.”

 It was while at Wyman Park that John also started his own 

practice, seeing patients at night after a full day at his other job. And 

then his life took a big detour when he was diagnosed with leukemia. 

“If you know anything about it, first what they do is they put you in 

the hospital for what is called a rescue,” John explains. “I was there 

27 days. And then they let you go home for a couple months, until 

you have enough strength to do it again. And then they do something 

called the consolidation, which is the same thing as the rescue but 

more.”

 In spite of this intense treatment, John relapsed a year and a half 

later. “So they said, this time around we’re going to do a bone marrow 

transplant,” he remembers. “But you still have to do a rescue and con-

solidation with a bone marrow transplant.” He went two years without 

a recurrence this time around. 

 “Then I relapsed again. So I did the rescue treatment again, 

and then I was in for a really protracted time for the consolidation 

this time around. It was one of those things where I was not making 

enough red cells that I could survive on my own. So they said, ‘We’ll 

let you go home now, and when you need some red cells you can come 

get them.’ I said great. And then one day I came in and they said they 

weren’t going to give me red cells anymore. I was making them again. 

That was not expected. And I have hardly been sick a day in my life 

since. I just keep waking up, and I’m very happy about that.”

 He has focused on private practice since and still finds joy in his 

chosen profession. “I have been in physical therapy longer in my life 

than I haven’t, yet I still enjoy practicing it,” he says. “That is a good 

thing.”

2013
Alumnus of the Year

PT, DPT, ECS, CLASS OF 1980
JOH N  SHOBE R
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Leadership and Development Course (LDAC) with the 

US Army in Ft. Lewis, WA, and will graduate from Flor-

ida State University in May, 2014 as a 2nd Lieutenant. 

Herschel Budlow, PT, 
Class of 1962, contin-

ues to practice in semi-

retirement, averaging 

about 15 hours per 

week covering private 

practices and ECFs. In 

his spare time, he is still 

a gym rat and regularly 

plays racquetball. He 

was a finalist in the 2012 Fit After 50: APTA Member 

Challenge. Additionally, he enjoys spending time with 

his grandchildren, whom he recently took on a trip to 

Hersheypark in Pennsylvania.

ALUMNI NEWS

Stephanie Stover, DPT, Class of 2013, 

was recognized for her potential to 

make significant contribution to public 

health by being named a Paul Ambrose 

Scholar. This award is given to only 

35 health professional students in the 

nation. The program prepares recipients 

to address population health challenges 

at the national and community level with 

leadership and organizational skills in 

public health education.

Maria Arini, DPT, Class of 2011, recently 

accepted a position at Bethesda Phys-

iocare. She will be acquiring a certifica-

tion in full-body dry needling as well 

as completing a two-year graduate 

certification in performing arts medicine 

through Shenandoah University.

Mary (Walczak) Dwyer, DPT, Class of 
2011, is currently working as a full-time 

outpatient PT for Naples Commu-

nity Hospital in Florida. Mary and her 

husband, Nick, bought their first house 

in July 2013. They are enjoying fixing 

up their new home in sunny southwest 

Florida!

Lindsey (Keller) Harris, DPT, Class of 
2011, and her husband, Josh, welcomed 

Austin Kennedy Harris into the world on 

March 21, 2013.  

Thuy (Nguyen) Plater, DPT, Class of 
2009, and her husband, Kenneth, are 

the proud new parents of twins. London 

was born on May 31, 2013, while her little 

brother, Kai, decided he wanted to make 

his grand entrance into the world four 

hours later on June 1, 2013. The family is 

doing great!

 

J. Logan Cooper, DPT, Class of 2008, 

is currently practicing in a private ortho-

pedic clinic in Germantown, MD, and 

recently became adjunct clinical faculty 

in Michigan State University’s College 

of Osteopathic Medicine Continuing 

Medical Education department.  He 

also recently taught a “Muscle Energy” 

course.

Lisa (Spinosa) Fogarty, DPT, Class of 
2006, and her husband Brendan, wel-

comed their third son, Matthew Brendan 

Fogarty, on June 17, 2013.

Krista (Wainwright) Obot, MPT, Class 
of 2004 and DPT, Class of 2005, her 

husband, Cyril, and their five children 

recently moved to Denver, CO. They 

welcomed the latest additions to their 

family, twins Noel and Dara, on Decem-

ber 15, 2012. 

 

Maria Minichiello, MPT, Class 2002, 

passed APTA’s Vestibular Rehab 

Competency-Based Certification in 

April 2013. She is currently working as a 

neurotherapist in Bel Air, MD, at Upper 

Chesapeake Medical Center Outpatient 

Rehab. She is also the mother of two 

girls, Olivia, 5, and Julie, 3.

John Livingston, PT, Class of 1996 and 

MPT, Class of 1998, is currently practic-

ing at an acute rehabilitation hospital in 

Woodville, TX.

Verna Ourada, PT, Class of 1987, 

completed her PhD last year in Human 

Development and Family Science from 

Oregon State University. She is now 

working as an assistant professor at the 

Pacific University School of Physical 

Therapy, in Hillsboro, OR.

Mary Tischio Blackinton PT, EdD, GCS, 
Class of 1983, completed a year-long 

fellowship with the Educational Leader-

ship Institute through the APTA.  

She is currently director of the Hybrid 

Entry-level DPT Program at Nova 

Southeastern University in Tampa, FL. 

Her son, Danny, just completed the 

Welcome back students of the 
Department of Physical Therapy &

Rehabilitation Science!

Owned and operated by the Liberto family since 1990, 
The Camden Pub is Baltimore’s best kept secret. Voted 
one of the top 3 best sports bars in Baltimore, we are 

your Orioles and Ravens pre-game party headquarters!

Stop by and take advantage of our great weekly specials!

Featuring Overstuffed Sandwiches & Wings
Private Room Available

On and Off-Site Catering

See our menu, specials and updates at
www.camdenpub.com

The Camden Pub
647 W. Pratt Street

Baltimore, MD 21201
410-547-1280

Get Connected!

Follow us on

twitter.com/
umsomptrs

Join us on

PTRS Alumni Group
University of Maryland, 
Baltimore

“Like” us on

facebook.com/
UMD.SOM.PTRS

See us on

youtube.com/
umsomptrs

Stay informed on all the latest news with UM SOM PTRS!
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STUDENT NEWS

Sharon Benyowitz, Class of 2014,  

delivered a healthy baby girl on April 16 

at 8:35 p.m. Esther Alyssa Benyowitz 

was 7.4 pounds and 22.4 inches long.  

Kaci Dewitt-Rickards, Class of 2014, 

was featured on The View on May 16, 

talking about how diet and exercise 

helped her take off (and keep off) 70 

pounds. The same day, the Baltimore 

Sun featured an article on Kaci’s diet 

success and her View appearance.

Dillon Fink, Class of 2014, attended 

the APTA House of Delegates and the 

APTA Conference, which was held in 

Salt Lake City from June 26-29, 2013. 

He says that “attending the House of 

Delegates was an amazing opportunity 

for me as a student. I could see some 

of the most respected and influen-

tial members of the physical therapy 

profession discuss important topics 

for our career’s future. It provided me 

with perspective on how the goals of 

our profession are set and met. I also 

learned about the structure of our 

profession’s government. Discussing 

the new Vision statement was easily 

the most exciting motion discussed. 

I felt like I witnessed an event that 

will be reflected on by every profes-

sional in my future field. When I saw 

of the bright minds coming together 

to defend our profession and move it 

forward, I was invigorated and excited 

about my future as a clinician.”

Mario Ignacio, PhD student, advanced 

to candidacy on July 18, 2013, success-

fully defending his proposal entitled, 

“Aging and the Effects of Power Train-

ing and Neuromuscular Enhancement 

on Standing Balance.”  

Thank you to the following student phone-a-thon callers: April Vesely; 

Ciara Pickles; Dillon Fink; Jessica Minacapelli; Kathryn Daly; Kathryn 

Pall; Kristen Joyce; Kristin Barron; Nicole Morici; Samantha DuFlo; 

Stacey Dishman; Brendan Glackin; Eileen Connor; Faunice Jackson; 

Jessica Minacapelli; KierstenMarsheck; Kristen Joyce; Rachel Sylvia; 

Roxanne Alder; Tyiesha Brown; Amber Kline; Nha Tran; Chelsea David; 

Dillon Fink; Jennifer Sauers; Jessica Minacapelli; Joseph Cardoso; John 

Grossman; Kristen Joyce; Lacey Buechler; Michelle Veneskey; Simeon 

Mellinger; Jennifer White; and Andrea Abdul-Haqq. Due to their efforts, 

a total of $8,925 was raised in pledges and credit card gifts for PTRS! 

A few faculty and staff members came forward to help us surpass our 

goal of $10,000, bringing the final tally to $10,025.

 This support translates into much-needed improvements to Room 

146, student scholarships, updated equipment, continuing education 

programs and other important items for the PTRS program and stu-

dents.

 Congratulations to Dillon Fink, who won a $1,000 scholarship 

towards tuition and educational expenses during the phone-a-thon. 

Additionally, the Class of 2014 will be receiving $325 into their class 

account, and the Class of 2015 will receive $525 into their class account 

as a thank you for their participation.

Jessica Minacapelli, Class of 2014, was 

featured in a report on Fox News on 

June 6 about her grandfather’s decision 

to donate his body to science and how 

this decision was prompted by hearing 

Jessica’s account of her experiences in 

the DPT Anatomy lab.

Josh Plummer, Bobby Esbrandt, Todd 
Phillips, and Corey Wager, all from 

the Class of 2014, represented PTRS at 

the campus’ 28th Annual Charity Golf 

Tournament, held on May 23 at Oak-

mont Greens in Hampstead, MD. Team 

Plummer recorded a 6 under par 66 and 

finished tied for first in the B flight clas-

sification, only losing out in a tie-breaker 

that occurred on the eighth hole.

Renuka Roche, PhD student, success-

fully defended her dissertation “Auditory 

Motor Adaptation in Children With and 

Without Developmental Coordination 

Disorder (DCD)” on April 11, 2013.

Kaitlyn Wille, Class of 2015 is the first 

student from the department to be 

named a Health Professions - Student 

Training in Aging Research (HP-STAR) 

student scientist. This competitive UMB 

program provides 10-12 weeks of experi-

ence in aging-related research, under 

the mentorship of more than 45 basic 

and clinical scientists. Students accepted 

into the program engage in classes in 

research methodology, presentations of 

research, enhancement of writing skills, 

and team experiences with other health 

professional students from the different 

schools at UMB. 

STUDENT NEWS

Students from the Classes of 2014 and 2015 partici-

pated in UMB’s Wellness Fair on March 27, 2013. The 

students performed over 340 screening activities on 

104 individuals, including extensibility, posture and 

blood pressure screenings. They were supervised by 

Vincent Conroy, PT, DScPT, Assistant Professor.

The Pinning Ceremony for the Class of 2015 was 

held on May 3, 2013. Friends and family joined them 

in Davidge Hall as they celebrated the completion 

of their first year and prepared to move into the 

clinical portion of the program. 

Phone-a-Thon Thanks
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at the University of Maryland, Baltimore 

County. 

Mark Hopkins, PT, MBA, Adjunct 

Instructor, who is also CEO of Dank-

meyer, Inc., was featured in The Balti-

more Sun on April 30, in a story about 

prosthetics companies that are offer-

ing victims of the Boston Marathon 

bombings artificial limbs at no charge 

if their insurance does not cover all 

or some of the costs of the devices. 

Dankmeyer is part of the Coalition 

to Walk and Run Again, which will 

provide knee, foot and other prosthet-

ics parts to enhance the use of basic 

prosthetics and enable amputees  

who wish to do so to run again.

Linda Horn, 
PT, DScPT, 
MHS, Assis-

tant Pro-

fessor, has 

been named 

president of 

the Maryland 

Chapter of the APTA for 2013-2014. 

This will keep leadership of the orga-

nization in the PTRS family, as her 

predecessor is Leslie Glickman, PT, 
PhD, Assistant Professor. 

Joyce  
Johnson, 

Academic 

Program Spe-

cialist in the 

Office of Stu-

dent Affairs, 

recently 

celebrated 30-years of service to the 

University and was recognized for this 

milestone at the 2013 Service Recogni-

tion Awards Luncheon, held on April 18 

at the Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor.

Marlene King, 

former Execu-

tive Assistant, 

was featured 

in “Portraits 

of Inspiration: 

Women Living 

With Stage IV 

Breast Cancer,” an art exhibit held at 

Tabula Rasa in Washington, DC, from 

March 1-3, 2013. 

Crystal 
Massie, PhD, 
OTR, was 

selected to 

participate 

as an NIDRR 

ARRT Fellow 

in the Young 

Investigators Symposium at the 2013 

American Congress of Rehabilitation 

Medicine meeting, Progress in Reha-

bilitation Research, to be held at Walt 

Disney Resort, Florida, November 12-16, 

2013. A total of seven ARRT Fellows 

were selected for this special event out 

of a pool of 15 who were nominated.

Anne 
Reicherter, 
PT, DPT, PhD, 

Associate 

Professor, 

presented 

“Living with 

Arthritis” at 

the U.S. Bone 

and Joint Initiative at the Fleming 

Senior Center in Baltimore on February 

26, 2013.

Sandra McCombe Waller, PT, PhD, 
MS, NCS, Associate Professor;  

Valentina Graci, PhD, Postdoctoral 

Fellow; Masahiro Fujimoto, PhD, 

Postdoctoral Fellow; and Chieh-Ling 
Yang, PhD Student, all presented post-

ers at the 2nd Joint World Congress 

of ISPRG/Gait & Mental Function, held 

in Akita, Japan on June 22-26, 2013. 

Dr. Fujimoto also delivered a platform 

presentation titled, “Ankle Dorsiflexor 

Strength Relates to the Ability to 

Restore Bal ance During a Backward 

Support Surface Translation” at the 

conference.

Mark W.  
Rogers, PT, 
PhD, FAPTA, 

Professor and 

Interim Chair, 

presented, 

“Postural 

Instability 

and Falls in Parkinson Disease,” at 

the Parkinson’s Disease Foundation 

International Symposium in Sydney, 

Australia, June 14, 2013. Dr. Rogers was 

also among the co-authors of “One 

Step, Two Steps, Three Steps More...

Directional Vulnerability to Falls in 

Community Dwelling Older People” 

in The Journals of Gerontology Series 

A: Biological Sciences and Medical 

Sciences, 2013 May 17 [Epub ahead of 

print]; “Early and Unintentional Release 

of Planned Motor Actions During Motor 

Cortical Preparation” in PLoS One, 2013 

May 7;8(5):e63417; and “Stepping in 

Persons Post-Stroke: Comparison of 

Voluntary and Perturbation-Induced 

Responses” in Archives of Physical 

Medicine and Rehabilitation, 2013 Jul 16 

[Epub ahead of print].

DEPARTMENT NEWS DEPARTMENT NEWS

Gad Alon, PT, 
PhD, Associ-

ate Professor 

Emeritus, has 

been very 

active lately 

as an invited 

speaker. He 

spoke at the University of Haifa, School 

of Physical Therapy Conference in Israel 

in December 2012; at the Pre-Confer-

ence workshop for the International 

Function Electrical Stimulation Society 

annual meeting in San Sebastian, Spain 

from June 5-8, 2013; at the annual meet-

ing of Neurorehabilitation at Radboud 

University Nijmegen Medical Center in 

Nijmegen Netherlands; and at  the APTA 

Combined sections meeting on Janu-

ary 22, 2013 in San Diego, CA, where 

he presented on “Teaching Therapeutic 

Technologies in a DPT Curriculum.”

Donna 
Bethke, MBA, 

joined the 

department 

as Executive 

Office Coor-

dinator on 

May 6. Donna 

previously 

worked on campus in the School of 

Medicine’s Mucosal Biology Research 

Center and before that managed office 

operations for the Center for Vaccine 

Development.

Rob Creath, 
PhD, Assistant 

Professor, 

presented 

“Self-Triggered 

Sensory-

Cued Training 

Alters Correla-

tions Between Vertical and Horizontal 

Ground Reaction Forces During Step 

Initiation in Persons with Parkinson’s 

Disease” at a special department 

research seminar on May 10.

Chinwe 
Ekejiuba, 
MBA, joined 

the depart-

ment on May 

13, 2013 as the 

new Senior 

Accountant 

in the PTRS Finance and Business 

office. Chinwe previously worked as an 

Accountant for the Amenowon Founda-

tion, a non-profit organization located 

in Washington, DC, and in an account-

ing position at Baltimore Healthy Start, 

Inc., a not-for-profit incorporation 

located in Baltimore that administered 

the planning and implementation of 

the original federal Healthy Start infant 

mortality reduction initiative. Chinwe 

earned her MBA Degree from Towson 

University.

Larry 
Forrester, 
PhD, Associ-

ate Professor, 

and other 

members of 

his lab were 

featured in 

the June 2, 2013 Baltimore Sun article, 

“Forward Strides for Stroke survivors: 

Ankle Robots Help Participants Retrain 

Gait in Study at Maryland VA.” Also, on 

July 1, Dr. Forrester became the new 

Director of our PhD Program in Physical 

Rehabilitation Science.

Jennifer Fried, MA, has joined the 

Clinical Education office as a part-time 

contingent Administrative Assistant. 

Jennifer will be assisting with data 

collection and database management. 

Most recently, Jennifer was an Assistant 

Athletic Director at Colgate University, 

Hamilton, NY.  

Alex 
Ganzermiller, 
MS, Director 

of Alumni 

Relations & 

Development, 

successfully 

defended 

her thesis. “Staying Connected Dur-

ing Crisis: A Look into How Universities 

Communicate and Notify their Campus 

of Emergencies,” on April 18, 2013, and 

obtained her Masters of Science in 

Communications Management from 

Towson University in late May.  

Karen Gordes, 
PT, DScPT, 

Assistant 

Professor, 

successfully 

passed her 

comprehen-

sive field 

examination and is now entering the 

dissertation phase of her PhD degree 

program in the School of Public Policy 
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DEPARTMENT NEWS

In the past couple of months we have had two major upgrades to the Department of Physical Therapy and 
Rehabilitation Science research capabilities:  
 First, to keep up with our increasing research demands, we recently purchased a new Vicon state-of-the-art motion capture 

and analysis system. The new system significantly expands our ability to precisely and accurately measure complex movements 

of test subjects. The purchase was funded through the generosity of the Dr. Gladys E. Wadsworth Physical Therapy Research 

Fund, the David R. Solomon Fund, and the Department of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation Science.

 Second, with the advent of several new research projects, a movable wall was installed in AHB 102 in order to facilitate 

efficient use of lab space. The new wall provides the flexibility to simultaneously collect experimental data and train subjects, 

greatly improving space utilization. The installation was funded jointly through PTRS Departmental funds and the generosity of 

the Dean’s office at the University of Maryland School of Medicine.

PLEASE NOTE: Legacy gifts should be made payable to the 
University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc., for the 
benefit of the University of Maryland School of Medicine. 

For more information about bequests, 

please contact: 
Thomas F. Hofstetter, JD, LLM
AVP Development, Senior Director of Planned Giving 
University of Maryland Baltimore
410-706-2069
plannedgiving@umaryland.edu
www.umaryland.planyourlegacy.org

When Ms. Ruth Latimer was looking for additional ways 
to support the University of Maryland School of Medicine, 
Department of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation 
Science, she decided to give through a charitable gift 
annuity and a student scholarship bequest. Her legacy 
will help future PTRS students.

A charitable gift annuity pays a donor income for life, 
in exchange for a gift of cash or appreciated securities. 
Current annuity rates far exceed certificate of deposit 
(CD) rates and can also provide an attractive charitable 
deduction, and even generate partially tax-free income.

Legacy gifts through your will, trust, or retirement plan 
cost nothing upfront. You can customize your gift to suit 
your income, retirement, and estate-planning needs, giving 
you the ability to adapt to changing financial situations.

Your will or trust can designate a specific dollar amount 
or a percentage of your estate. You can also provide your 
loved ones income for life through a charitable trust or 
charitable annuity with the University of Maryland 
Baltimore Foundation, Inc.

Your gift can be used to build an endowment, support 
faculty, advance research, or provide scholarships. 

Alternatively, your gift can be unrestricted, supporting 
the Department’s critical needs. 

Your generosity also makes you eligible for 
membership in the Frank C. Bressler Legacy Council. 
Whatever form your legacy gift takes, you will find it 
very gratifying to support the Department of Physical 
Therapy and Rehabilitation Science at the University 
of Maryland School of Medicine.

“It was a good financial investment for me. 
In the future, the University of Maryland and 
PTRS students will benefit from my gift.”

Ruth Latimer, 
former PTRS Department Chair

What will your 
legacy be?
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Karen Sack, 
BS, Depart-

ment Adminis-

trator, co-

presented with 

Janet Simons, 

Director of 

University 

Research Policy, at the National Council 

of University Research Administrators’ 

(NCURA) 53rd Annual Meeting, held at 

the Hilton Hotel and Conference Center 

in Washington, DC, on November 5, 

2012. Their advanced-level session was 

called “Faculty Coming Aboard: Best 

Practices for PI Transfers.”

Kelly 
Westlake, 
PhD, PT, has 

been awarded 

two UMB-

UMBC Seed 

Grants for the 

next year. She 

will be co-PI on both “Independent 

Vector Analysis to Investigate Cognitive 

Neural Networks after Stroke: A Com-

parison between Two Rehabilitation 

Interventions,” and “A Robotic Grasping 

and Vision (GraspVis) System for Stroke 

Rehabilitation.” 

Jill Whitall, 
PhD, Profes-

sor, presented 

“Auditory Cue-

ing and Other 

Low Cost Meth-

ods to Improve 

UE/LE Rehabili-

tation in Patients with Stroke and Other 

Populations” at the Flynn Conference 

Center in the Kernan Orthopaedics & 

Rehabilitation Hospital on May 15. She 

also attended the 10th Annual Inter-

national Conference on Developmen-

tal Coordination Disorder, which was 

held in Ouro Preto, Brazil, from June 

28-July 1. While there, she coordinated 

the Lightning Session “Neurocognitive 

Correlates of DCD” and presented a 

talk entitled “Children With DCD Can 

Perceive and Adapt to Perceptible and 

Subliminal Rhythm Changes.”

Tricia Young, 
PhD, who 

joined the 

department in 

June 2011 as 

a UMANRRT 

post-doctoral 

fellow, left 

in June 2013 to move to Utah, where 

her husband will be starting graduate 

school. Working under the mentor-

ship of Mark Rogers, PT, PhD, and Jill 
Whitall, PhD, Tricia’s research focused 

on the dynamic stability in older adults 

at risk for falling. Over her two years 

with the department, Tricia’s various 

contributions include graduate student 

mentorship and teaching, presenta-

tions at national meetings, and several 

publications as a result of her UMANRRT 

research. Working in collaboration with 

James Russell, MB, ChB, MS, Professor  

of Neurology, Tricia contributed as  

co-investigator to a VA Merit grant that  

was awarded.
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DEVELOPMENT

ANNUAL FUND RESULTS FY13
We are pleased to report on the results of our fund raising efforts for the 

Department of PTRS. Total annual income in FY2013 was  

$97,357.27, which is a 41% increase from FY2012. However, $50,000 was a 

result of two one-time gifts. Here are some highlights:

> We count on our alumni for generous annual support. Contribu-  

 tions from alumni totaled $50,537.98 for FY12. The total number  

 of alumni donors increased from 267 to 304, or by nearly 14 percent. 

> There were two PTRS Phone-a-thons this fiscal year, raising a total   

 of $11,025 in gifts and pledges for the PT Annual Fund and other   

 PTRS endowments and funds. 

> Over $6,000 was contributed to the department from non-alumni   

 friends and organizations. We are most grateful for this substantial  

 support. 

> PTRS employees generously donated $8,192 in FY13 – with 11   

 employees contributing generously this year. In addition to all of   

 their hard work for the PTRS program, we deeply appreciate their   

 philanthropic support for our students and alumni each day.

> To date, we have received nearly $20,000 in gifts towards renova- 

 ing our labs with the best technology and equipment for our stu- 

 dents.  However, $130,000 is still needed to help fund this initiative.

The PTRS Strategic Endowment for the Future, which was established in 

2010, provides operational support to the department in perpetuity.  This 

fund helps stabilize the department’s budget in times of economic turbulence 

and support future program growth.  Through a generous matching gift from 

Jane Satterfield ’64 and various appeals throughout the years, nearly $80,000 

is currently held in the endowment.  Please consider an extra gift this year to 

fund this essential endowment for the Department.

 Annual fund income is critical for the continuation of our academic, 

research, and alumni programs, as we receive less than one percent of our an-

nual revenue from the state.  Each year we receive less support from the State 

of Maryland, and costs are increasing every day.  Your annual gifts provide 

sustained support to help the department bridge the gap, so we can purchase 

state-of-the-art technology and new lab equipment and reach out to our 

alumni with continuing education and networking opportunities.  In addi-

tion, many gifts support scholarships, academic awards, and research.

 We rely on your ongoing support to ensure the future of our pro-

grams.  Please take advantage of the envelope in this magazine to make 

your annual gift. Thank you!

GIVE NOW! 
You can also make your gift online today. Go to www.fundformedicine.org 

and click link to Make a Gift to the Fund for Medicine.  Be sure to select the 

Department of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation Science from the drop 

down menu in the Gift Designation section of your form.  Or call us toll-free 

at 877-FUND SOM. Your gifts are truly appreciated by the entire PTRS 

community!

One of the most challenging tasks at 

the Department of Physical Therapy 

and Rehabilitation Science is main-

taining accurate contact information 

for our very mobile alumni. For those 

who receive Proficio magazine and 

other printed and mailed commu-

nications from the Department, we 

have your mailing address and we thank you for that. However, 

there is so much more that we would like to know about you, 

specifically your email address and employment information. 

 Technology is only as good as the data inputted in our sys-

tem. The more updated the information we have about you, the 

better we can serve you. Announcements about networking and 

mentoring opportunities, alumni reunions, receptions, continu-

ing education courses, seminars and lectureships, as well as news 

from the department chair, are communicated electronically via 

e-mail and promoted on our social media outlets.

 As the Department recognizes the considerable costs associ-

ated with printing and postage, the trend has been to turn more 

to electronic communication for quick updates and “break-

ing news” items. We want you to hear about all of the exciting 

opportunities and initiatives taking place within the Department 

every day. 

 Updated professional information also is vital in our efforts 

to invite alumni to collaborate on practice and research projects 

with our faculty or to attend a symposium. Our reasons for 

wanting to keep in touch with you are varied, but important. 

 Please help us in our efforts by visiting http://pt.umaryland.

edu/ptrs/forms/class_notes or contacting me directly at 

410.706.5742 with your update. 

 In the year ahead, various focus groups with alumni will be 

taking place in a variety of geographic areas within the state. I 

encourage your participation and welcome your feedback.  

 Lastly, I invite you to join our social media outlets so you 

can stay abreast on all the happenings within the PTRS Depart-

ment. Please follow, like, and join our pages and become a 

member of our online communities (see pg. 13). 

 As always, I enjoy hearing from alumni, so please let me 

know if you plan to be in the Baltimore area so we can visit and 

perhaps even provide you with a tour of the Department!

Best,

Alexandria Ganzermiller, MS

Director of Alumni Relations and Development

REPORT OF GIFTS
Annual Fund Donations for Fiscal Year 2013– JULY 1, 2012 through JUNE 30, 2013

The symbol (**) next to a donor’s name indicates that the person or organization is a member of our Ironman Club, which was initiated to recog-

nize those who have made a contribution each year for at least three consecutive years. These donors understand that we count on their contribu-

tions every year to carry on the tradition of excellence within the department. 

 Because every donation matters to us, we make every effort to ensure the accuracy of our annual report. The following list includes gifts and 

pledge payments made between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013. Alumni of the Department of PTRS with multiple degrees are recognized by 

their most recent degree year. 

 Thank you to all who made a donation this past year. Your contribution makes it possible to strengthen our department and improve the 

quality of education for future physical therapy students.

GIFTS

The 1956 Society ($5,000+)

 Leslie B. Glickman ’64** and 

  David R. Glickman**

George R. Hepburn ’74**/

Dynasplint Systems, Inc.**

Jane S. Satterfield ’64**

Jill Whitall**

Maryland PT Society ($1,000-

$2,499)

Susan Baker and Delbert Baker

Community Foundation  

 National Capital Region**

Larry W. Forrester ** and

 Elsa H. Newmyer**

James & Virginia Newmyer 

 Family Fund /

Susan K. Nolte and Charles Nolte

Mary M. Rodgers** and 

 William P. Webster**

Anniversary Club ($500-$749)

Carolyn E. Chanoski ’87 **and

 Lynn M. Garrison**

Community Fdn of the Eastern  

 Shore, Inc.

Vincent M. Conroy ’05 ** and 

 Susan S. Conroy ’08**

Ergonomically Correct, LLC

David A. Fletcher ’99

Donald J. Hobart

Bryan J. Kelly and Heidi A.   

 Kelly ’00

Ricky J. Placide ’89 and Nancy  

 Placide ’89 

Susan M. Schehr ’81

Marc A. Vasil ’00

Julius David Zantand Linda J.  

 Zant ’75

Founder’s Club ($250-$499)

Teresa L. Brideau ’82

Kirk A. Conway ’91 /

 K Conway Physical Therapy

Ellen E. deJong ’87

Ross A. Dickmann and

Sharon S. Dickmann ’95 **

Samuel H. Esterson ’03**

Edward J. Gilliss and  

 Barbara S. Gilliss ’82

Doris L. Gonzalez ’78

Daniel J. Gordon ’84**

Karen L. Gordes ’03

JoAnn E. King ’87**

Sandra McCombe Waller ’04

Emile Tonas Kalil, III ’85 **and

 Maureen C. Kalil**

Kenda L. Kittrell ’11

Bruce W. Morgan ’00**

Karen L. Myers

Martin G. Roecker ’75**

Linda L. Sharp ’76

Constance H. Sullivan ’08

Century Club ($100-$249)

Julia H. Bainbridge ’80**

Bonita B. Barger ’75

Roy H. Bechtel ’79

Terri-Sue Beck ’87**

Terri-Sue Beck ’87**

Christine Symonds Berger ’93**

Marilyn G. Bernache ’65**

Robin Hall Bond ’81**

Dorothy Lynn Borgmann ’79

Kathy Discher Brady ’00

Allen P. Brodnick ’84 / 

 Bethesda Physical Therapy Inc.

Christine R. Broussard ’86**

Jennifer L. Buono ’01

Ernest A. Burch, Jr.

Jason M. Callaman ’10

Robert M. Coale ’05 and

Allison M. Coale ’05

Robert S. Cohen ’92**

Kenneth P. Cohn**and

 Susan L. Cohn ’75**

Michael S. Coleman ’07

Kristen L. Corderman ’96

Dawn L. Cornwell ’86**

Judith A. Davidson ’74

Sandra Davis ’70

Deirdre D. Douglass ’79

Ellen Kaplan Feinglass ’68

Eugene F. Ford, Jr. ’93**

Karen M. Fowler ’74

Rebecca A. Fredrickson ’86

Brian S. Friedland ’99

Rebecca M. Fuller ’73

Bonnie B. Gateau ’83/

 Gateau Physical Therapy, Inc.

Mary Anne Gingerich ’79**

Cynthia H. Gill ’11

Jeffrey L. Gonce ’88**

Mark J. Halley ’06

Nancy J. Hampton ’85

 Julianna C. Myaing Harder ’89

 Donna M. Harrigan ’79

 Jeffrey P. Hawk ’99

 Jason Hazel

 Joseph F. Hejduk, Jr. ’81 and

 Brenda R. Hejduk

Terry R. Heron

Mary Sue N. Houk ’73

Richard L. Van Iderstine ’77 and

 Candice Van Iderstine ’77

P. Cristina Imle ’75 and Colin  

 MacKenzie

Ronna Ross Keagle ’01/

 Ronna Keagle & Associates, LLC

Charles A. Kibbey, Jr. ’77 ** and

 Betty Kibbey**

Eileen Leaman ’69**

Elizabeth Seibel-Lee ’77

Shawn L. Maassel ’88
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 Mary Lee Pement ’86

Donna B. Perlstein ’65** and 

 Stephen P. Perlstein**

Mary Ann Peterson ’82

Stella A. Prevost ’81**

Lisa Phillips ’87**

Wendoline A. Proffitt ’77

Mary Jane Pudhorodsky ’75**

Jessica D. Rhodes ’03

Karen E. Rogers ’80

Stavros A. Rologas ’91**/

Canton Orthopaedic & Sports  

 Rehab Inc**

Shari A. Rosen ’96/ 

Platinum Wellness Physical   

 Therapy PC

Jennifer L. Rund ’90 and

 John Rund, Jr. ’90

Mary Joan Sacchetti ’68

Brad S. Schrum and  

 Cindi Schrum

Sally F. Sclar ’79

Vanessa L. Sembrat ’97

Alexandra N. Sfekas ’11

Shawn Shermer ’10

Roxanne E. Simon ’09**

Joan I. Simpson ’97

Ronald D. Smail ’75**

Carole B. Solomon

Glenn M. Spitzer ’74

Lucinda P. Wright-Spurgeon ’87

Susan D. Staples ’93

Jamie L. Swann ’96

Deborah L. Tabb ’84

Kelly M. Tarr ’09

John S. Taylor ’81**

Thomas E. Taylor

Sandra T. Tomasura ’91

Roger W. Valentine and  

 Jeri Valentine ’77

Robert J. Varley ’84**

Susan E. Vette ’82

Lisa A. Viscuso ’93 and  

 Ernest Viscuso

Surekha K. Vishwasrao**

Lisa G. Waterman ’98

Jennifer L. Ways ’99

Denise M. Weber

Karen G. Weidner ’78

Susan R. Weiler ’10

Cindy H. West ’78 and   

 Brian G. West

Tatsiana A. Whitlock ’08

M. Fay Wilson ’84 and  

 William E. Wilson

Kathleen L. Witty ’80

Tamela J. Young ’84

Marshall H. Yount ’98**

Alan R. Zeman ’83**

Disclaimer: We have made every 

effort to provide a complete and 

accurate listing of donors and gifts. 

Although this list was carefully 

produced and appraised, we extend 

our regrets, in advance, for any 

oversight revealed in the listing. If 

you believe an omission or error has 

been made, please contact Alexan-

dria Ganzermiller, MS, Director of 

Alumni Relations and Development 

at 410.706.5742 so that we may 

correct our records. 

Jonathan P. Maier ’90**

David L. Malone ’84**

Safa Matini ’98

A. Fin Mears, Jr. ’90

Patricia W. McFarland ’64**

V. Randolph McMenamin, Jr. **   

 and Carole A. McMenamin   

 ’70**

T. Brian Mielke ’04

Dixie L. Miliner ’58**

Brian G. Miller ’79**

Lee E. Miller ’08

Bonnie S. O’Lenic ’74

Meredith L. Snyder- 

 Ofstead ’98

Verna E. Ourada ’87

Linda E. Paferi ’81** and

 Steven H. Tepper ’90 **

Michele M. Parent ’85**

Kecia R. Whitehead Pedro ’87

Lynn Nancy Rudman ’76**

Douglas N. Savin ’11 and

 Janice Leigh Trammell-  

 Savin

Catherine J. Scheele ’68 and

 Kenneth W. Newell

Susan A. Scherer ’79

Rodney W. Schlegel ’64/

Schlegel & Vrankin

Julie E. Shein ’92**

Gene Shirokobrod ’11

Lynne Smejkal ’74 and  

 Jan R. Smejkal ’77

William Solomon

Doris B. Solomon**

Mary E. Spinks ’73

Gary W. Terle ’82** and  

 Judith Terle**

Arlene H. Vincent ’59

Denise R. Wass ’09

Carol L. Walker ’89

Sharon Weaver ’76

John L. Wike** and  

 Cynthia J. Wike ’83**

Jin S. Yang ’83**

Albion J. Yesilonis ’99**

Friends (up to $99)

Crystal F. Addison ’91

Heather Mance Akgun ’97**

Michele D. Amini ’86**

Maria R. Arini ’11

Fauzia A. Asad ’93

Dale A. Ashdown** and

 Linda A. Ashdown ’83**

Marlene D. Fischer  

 Bandfield ’75**

Mary M. Beaman ’73**

Michael Bershak ’67 and  

 Audrey Bershak

Mary T. Blackinton ’83

Heather A. Blair ’89** and

 Shawn M. Blair**

Christine G. Bohmer ’77**

Adwoa K. Bonsra ’06

George S. Bowden** and 

 Judith Bowden ’70 **

Beth A. Breisch ’96

Patricia Mary Brooks ’70

Megan E. Buckley ’09

Lucy M. Burnett ’90

Linda Cameron ’70

Stacey L. Carlson ’01

Lynn A. Carsten ’01

Mary K. Casey ’81**

Salvatore J. Cascio ’81** and

 Jodi Cascio ’81**

Ann-Marie D. Champ ’93**

Shawntel K. Chin ’07

Kara T. Chizmar ’95

Sharon A. Conjar ’81

Eva I. Corrieri ’87

Carol R. Dansberger ’84**

Rachelle B. Daus

Donna L. De Mattia ’77

Carol R. Devan ’74 and  

 John E. Devan, III

Carolyn Dockins ’75 and

 Kenneth W. Dockins

Brenda W. Dooley ’69**

Douglas S. Dillon ’92

Linda G. Downes ’83**

Laurie A. Engelhardt ’03

Lois C. Errera ’92

Kristan L. Fish ’08

Laura M. Flynn ’92

Catherine L. French ’82

Judith C. Fried ’78**

Steve Fontaine ’06

Joy A. Foster ’91

Michelle Hedgepeth Fox ’86

Sandra E. Gammie ’71

Virginia Glynn ’76

Diane B. Goldman ’78

David I. Grant ’98

Carol G. Gratz ’72 and

 Edward S. Gratz ’74

Merrilea E. Greenawalt ’66

Karen Greenberg ’74

Karen S. Greeley ’07, ’83

Therese A. Griffin ’85

Ellen A. Gutow ’58

Kay E. Haley ’74**

Laura J. Hall ’89 and  

 William J. Hall

Karen M. Hanyok ’81**

Lindsey K. Harris ’11

Kathleen Henricks ’78 and 

 Timothy F. Henricks

Marjorie Hetrick ’59**

Lisa A. Magarill-Hillman ’82

William D. Hodges, Jr. ’70**

Kathleen M. Hoeck ’84**

Patricia R. Hughes ’75

Mona L. Hutchinson ’70

Rene Iannuzzi ’93**

Orit Israel ’93

Melanie A. Jacoby ’97

Michael R. Jansen ’98** and

 Beth A. Jansen

Charlotte Kalb ’76 and  

 David H. Kalb

Meghan E. Karol ’11

Janet R. Katz** and 

 Richard J. Katz ’75**

Christine Key ’97

Tomoko A. Kim ’08

Sarah A. King ’95

John M. Knowles and  

 Teri H. Knowles ’79

Amelia J. Davis Krebs ’77

Lisa R. Lacour ’89**

John R. Lapid ’11

Ruth M. Latimer ’75**

Tina S. Lazerow ’69**

Richard A. Levenson ’79 and

 Barbara Levenson ’79

Carrie M. Lipchin ’99**

John R. Livingston ’98**

Suzanne L. Lupo ’72

Michael D. Malament ’81 and 

 Deanna Malament

Valerie B. Marshall ’78**

Lori A. Mendoza ’03

Gretchen C. McAllister ’80**

Roni L. McCarthy ’78

Constance J. McClaeb ’91**

Ann S. McCord ’90** and

 Theodore E. McCord**

Deborah S. McNerney ’82

William A. McNutt ’99

Kevin M. Mc Laughlin ’03

James C. Metivier, D.P.T. ’09

Brigid C. Meyer ’06

Kenneth B. Miller, Jr. ’80

Christine O’Berry Misback ’82

Richard L. Morgan ’03

Mary S. Morrison ’10

Sharon K. Muff ’85

Shannon O. Murphy ’02

Laura A. Musselman ’91

Debra K. Ness ’06

Mary A. Norris ’90

Stephen H. Paul and 

 Lisa E. Paul ’78 

Elizabeth M. Pearl ’00

GIFTS GIFTS



What Makes  
PTRS Unique?

1 of 5

1:3

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY AND REHABILITATION SCIENCE

We are ONE OF ONLY FIVE PHYSICAL THERAPY PROGRAMS IN  

THE COUNTRY that are departments within a school of medicine.

We function as a “SCHOOL” WITHIN A 

SCHOOL—our admissions, student affairs, 

information technology support, and alumni 

groups are supported within the department.

Our core FACULTY TO 

STUDENT RATIO is 

We were one of the  

first programs in the  

United States to offer a  

PHD IN PHYSICAL  

REHABILITATION SCIENCE.

Our Service Learning Center  

provides PRO BONO PHYSICAL  

THERAPY SERVICE to patients  

without health insurance  

and a learning experience  

for our students.

STATE-OF-THE-ART physical 

therapy and related 

equipment including: 3 D 

motion capture system, 

wireless electromyography 

system, and customized 

robotic devices.

We were one of the  

first programs in the 

country to offer the 

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 

THERAPY DEGREE.

WE COLLABORATE ON INTERDISCIPLINARY 

RESEARCH with faculty members across  

numerous disciplines, both at the UMSOM and  

the University of Maryland Medical Center.

Dr. Frank H.J. Figge Memorial Award
Given to the graduating student who excelled 
in the study of  human anatomy
Recipient: Camille Grzelak

Mary M. Rodgers Student Research Award
Recognizing the graduating students who have 
excelled in research activities. 
Recipients: Kristen Brewer, Elizabeth 
Cavanaugh-Broad, Bonnie Gilbert, Camille 
Grzelak, Pamela Knopp, Shannon Liu, 
Katherine Millet, Amy Morlock, Samantha 
Sadtler, Liana Sved, Dennis Tom-Wigfield, 
and Josh Vogel 

Laura G. Levine-Mandell Award
Recognizing the graduating student who has 
demonstrated the caring and compassion that 
make an outstanding clinician. 
Recipient: Colleen Howard 

Elizabeth G. McCaulay Award
Given for outstanding clinical proficiency. 
Recipient: Kristen Brewer 

Robert P. Gordes Award
Recognizing a graduating senior who has 
demonstrated the caring and compassion that 
make an outstanding clinician, has outstanding 
clinical proficiency, and strong commitment 
to outpatient orthopedics.
Recipient: Trevor Boddington

Clinical Instructor of the Year Award
Selected by the graduating students. 
Recipient: Kylee Chow, PT, Johns Hopkins 
Bayview

GGEAR Award (Geriatrics and 
Gerontology Education 
and Research Program)
Given to the outstanding professional student 
who has demonstrated a commitment to the field 
of gerontological studies. 
Recipient: Erica Bechtol

Pekar-Abell Pediatric Scholarship
Recognizing the graduating student who 
has demonstrated a commitment to pediatric 
physical therapy. 
Recipient: Brittany Hardie

Satterfield Pediatric Specialty Award
Recognizing a graduating DPT student with 
a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA, who has 
declared an intent to work in a pediatric setting. 
Recipient: Hannah Hollingsworth 

Kendall Outstanding Graduate Award
Honors the graduate who has demonstrated over-
all leadership, academic excellence and clinical 
proficiency. 
Recipients: Elizabeth Cavanaugh-Broad 
and Kevin Quail 

Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Honors the top 5% of the graduating class. 
Recipients: Elizabeth Cavanagh-Broad, 
Camille Grzelak, Kevin Quail, Cara 
Staniszewski, Kristen Brewer, and 
Samantha Sadtler

Donald J. Hobart Scholarship
Given to the student who has demonstrated 
excellence in the areas of leadership, academics, 
compassion and extra-curricular activities. 
Recipient: Colleen Howard 

Karyn Wade Memorial Scholarship
This award recognizes a student who represents 
the overall qualities and standards maintained 
by Ms. Wade, PT ’ 98. 
Recipient: Lisa Ganassa

Faculty Member of the Year
Karen Gordes, MPT, DScPT, 
Assistant Professor 

Adjunct Faculty Member of the Year
Jason Shipley, DPT ’06

Staff Member of the Year
Jeff Hawk, Director, Instructional 
Technology

GRADUATION HONORS

The following awards were presented to the Class of 2013 during our Pre-Commencement Ceremony, 

held in the Nursing School Auditorium on May 16, 2013:
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Life as a PT student isn’t all studying. 
Ropes courses, orientation lunches 
and other fun activities give our 
students the opportunity to get to 
know each other better outside of the 
classroom, making it easier for them 
to establish camaraderie.


